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1 General setup

One of the problems of the course computational electromagnetics is the eddy current
problem which has the form

curlα curl j + β j = f in Ω (1)

j× n = g on ∂Ω. (2)

In order to solve this problem one has to set up several things. First the domain Ω has to
be defined. Afterwards the coefficients α and β plus the right hand side f and the boundary
conditions g have to be defined. Finally a finite element approximation of j must be chosen.

How these things are defined within UG will be explained in the next sections.

2 Introductory Remarks

The files necessary for the work on the project are Domains3D.c, Problems3D.c and
eddycur.scr. Domains3D.c and Problems3D.c can be found in /maxwell/pclib and
eddycur.scr in /maxwell/appl/scripts. After you have made changes to Domains3D.c
and Problems3D.c you have to go to /maxwell/appl and enter

make clean

make

in order to compile the program. If no errors occured you have to enter

maxw

to start the program.

3 Definition of the Domain

In order to prevent problems with the definition and the triangulation of the domain, the
domain for the unit cube which is needed for the project is already defined in a new version
of the file Domains3D.c, which can be downloaded from www.math.uh.edu/~schabewe.
So you can just download this file and don’t have to worry about the creation of the domain.

www.math.uh.edu/~schabewe
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Additionally a new script file for the eddy currents computation can be downloaded from
the page, which sets up the triangulation. The name of the domain is “unit cube”. This
name has to be used when you later create the boundary value problem.

Using these two files you don’t have to worry about the domain. If you more interested in
creating the domain than go on reading.

The creation of the domain consists of two parts. The first part is definition of the boundary
surfaces of the domain. The second part is the triangulation of the domain. The definition
of the domain is done in the file Domains3D.c. In the function InitDomains three
different domains are initialized:

• A domain consisting of two attached cubes (InitTwoCubes)

• The unit cube domain for the project (InitUnitCube)

• A special domain for a benchmark (InitLWDDomain)

The function InitUnitCube initializes the unit cube domain. In order to do this first the
midpoint of the domain and the radius of a ball containing the domain have to be given:

MidPoint[0] = 0.5;
MidPoint[1] = 0.5;
MidPoint[2] = 0.5;
radius = 1.0;

These definitions are necessary for the plotting of the domain into a file or on the screen.
With

if (CreateDomain("unit cube",MidPoint,radius,6,8,YES)==NULL)
return (__LINE__);

a structure for a new domain is created. “unit cube” is the name of the domain. This name
is necessary later when the domain is coupled with boundary conditions and coefficients to
form a boundary value problem. After MidPoint and radius the number 6 corresponds
to the patches/faces of the domain and the number 8 is the number of points/corners of
the domain. Finally you have to specify if the domain is convex (YES or not NO.

For the definition of the boundary of the domain one has to split up the boundary into
several non-overlapping patches/faces and for each patch a function

ϕ : [a1, b1]× [a2, b2] → lR3 , (a, b) 7→ (ϕ1(a, b), ϕ2(a, b), ϕ3(a, b))T (3)
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that maps a 2D interval into a 3D space has to be defined as a parametrizetion of the
boundary surface corresponding to that patch. The interval [a1, b1] × [a2, b2] contains the
local coordinates of the surface (a,b) which have to be mapped onto the 3D surface. To set
up the parametrizationn of a patche the following lines have to be added to InitUnitCube
for each patch:

alpha[0]=0.0; alpha[1]=0.0;
beta[0] =1.0; beta[1] =1.0;
point[0]=0; point[1]=1; point[2]=2; point[3]=3;
if (CreateBoundarySegment("south",1,0,0,NON_PERIODIC,1,point,alpha,beta,

southBoundaryu,NULL)==NULL)
return (__LINE__);

Here the bottom (“south”) patch/face of the unit cube is defined. alpha[0] corresponds
to a1, beta[0] to b1, alpha[1] to a2 and beta[1] to b2. In order to later glue the patches
together the for corner points of the patch have to be given in an anti-clockwise order.
Here the points with the numbers 0, 1, 2 and 4 are the corners of the south face. With
CreateBoundarySegment the boundary patch is created. The parameters have the
following meaning

• “south”: unique name of the boundary patch.

• 1,0: these two numbers are the numbers of the domains that are in front or behind
the boundary. If you look at the patch/face and the points are aligned anti-clockwise
than the first number is the number of the domain in front of the face and the second
is the number of the domain behind the face. The space outside the computational
domain has by default the number 0. The number of the inside is 1 or integer numbers
starting from 1 if the domain consist of several parts.

• 0: the third number is the id of the patch. The patches have to be numbered for
identification. Later this number will be used for the definition of the boundary values
of the patch.

• NON PERIODIC: This statement tells UG that the boundary patch is not periodic.

• 1 : Resolution of the interval. Set it to 1.

• point: Array containing the numbers of the corner points of the patch.

• alpha, beta: left and right limits of the interval [a1, b1]× [a2, b2].

• southBoundaryu: name of the function that defines the mapping function ϕ.

The mapping function of the south face is defined in southBoundaryu:
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static INT southBoundaryu (void *data, DOUBLE *param, DOUBLE *result){

DOUBLE lambda1,lambda2;

lambda1 = param[0];
lambda2 = param[1];

/* fill result */
result[0] = lambda1;
result[1] = lambda2;
result[2] = 0.0;

/*printf("s %f %f %f\n",result[0],result[1],result[2]);*/

/* return ok */
return(0);

}

The variable DOUBLE *param contains the local coordinates - a pair (a, b) ∈ [a1, b1]×
[a2, b2] - of the point on the boundary, DOUBLE *result will contain the 3D coordinates
of the point. The function does the following. First it copies the parameters (a, b) into two
new variables (this is not necessary). Then the 3D coordinates of the boundary point are
defined. Since in the definition of the south face (using CreateBoundarySegment) the
interval was set to [a1, b1]× [a2, b2] = [0, 1]× [0, 1], we get [0, 1]× [0, 1]× {0} for the range
of the mapping which is just the south face.

4 Setting up the Coefficients, Right Hand Side and

Boundary Conditions

After creating the domain it is necessary to define the coefficients α and β, the right hand
side f and the boundary conditions g. These things have to be defined in Problems3D.c.

To add a new problem you have to add the following lines to the funtion INT InitProb-
lems (void)

if (InitEddyCurrProblem()){

printf("Error initializing eddy currents problem.\n");

return(__LINE__);

}

if (CreateBVP("Eddycurrents","unit cube","eddy curr problem")==NULL) {
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printf("Error creating boundary value problem for eddy currents.\n");

return (__LINE__);

}

where InitEddyCurrProblem, “Eddycurrents” and “eddy cur problem” have to be
changed. The first line calls the function InitEddyCurrProblem. This funtions sets
up the coefficients, right hand side and the boundary conditions. With CreateBVP a
new boundary value is created, where a domain is coupled with coefficients, right hand
side boundary vlaues. Here “Eddycurrents” is the name of the boundary value problem.
This name has to be used later in the script file. “unit cube” is the name of the domain
and “eddy cur problem” is the name of the problem (boundary values, coefficients, right
hand side) which was defined in InitEddyCurrProblem.

The function InitEddyCurrProblem looks like this

static INT InitEddyCurrProblem (void){

CoeffProcPtr coeffs[NB_OF_COEFF];
UserProcPtr userfct[NB_OF_USERFCT];
INT i,j,m,n,c;

m=1; n=1;
for (i=0; i<NB_OF_COEFF; i++)

coeffs[i] = NULL;

coeffs[COEFF_ELCONDUCTIVITY] = TP_EConduct_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_GRADECOND] = TP_GradEcond_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_MGPERMEABILITY] = TP_MPermeab_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_GRADPERM] = TP_GradPerm_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_EXACTSOLUTION] = TP_Exact_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_CURLSOLUTION] = TP_Curlsol_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_RHS] = TP_Rhs_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_DIVRHS] = TP_DivRhs_ec;

if (CreateProblem("unit cube","eddy curr problem",1,NULL,NB_OF_COEFF,coeffs,0,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating eddy currents problem.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

if (CreateBoundaryCondition("south bnd cond",0,TestSouthBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating south boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}
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if (CreateBoundaryCondition("west bnd cond", 1,TestWestBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating west boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

if (CreateBoundaryCondition("front bnd cond",2,TestFrontBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating front boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

if (CreateBoundaryCondition("north bnd cond",3,TestNorthBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating north boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

if (CreateBoundaryCondition("east bnd cond", 4,TestEastBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating east boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

if (CreateBoundaryCondition("back bnd cond", 5,TestBackBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating back boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

return (0);
}

With

coeffs[COEFF_ELCONDUCTIVITY] = TP_EConduct_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_MGPERMEABILITY] = TP_MPermeab_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_RHS] = TP_Rhs_ec;

the functions that define the coefficients β, χ and the right hand side f are defined. Here the
function TP EConduct ec defines β, TP MPermeab ec defines χ and TP Rhs ec the
right hand side. These three functions can be changed, while coeffs[COEFF ELCON-
DUCTIVITY], coeffs[COEFF MGPERMEABILITY] and coeffs[COEFF RHS]
must not be changed.

The remaining definitions

coeffs[COEFF_GRADECOND] = TP_GradEcond_ec;
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coeffs[COEFF_GRADPERM] = TP_GradPerm_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_EXACTSOLUTION] = TP_Exact_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_CURLSOLUTION] = TP_Curlsol_ec;
coeffs[COEFF_DIVRHS] = TP_DivRhs_ec;

are only needed for the error calculation. Later more information about the error calculation
will be given. Since the domain of the problem (a unit cube) consists of six faces a boundary
conditions needs to be defined for each face.

With

if (CreateBoundaryCondition("south bnd cond",0,TestSouthBC_ec,NULL)==NULL){
printf("Problem creating south boundary condition.\n");
return (__LINE__);

}

the boundary condition for the bottom (south face) of the cube is defined. “south bnd
cond” is a unique name, that needs to be given for later reference. 0 is the number of the
corresponding face of the domain (compare Domains3D.c). “TestSouthBC ec” is the
name of the function that actually defines the boundary condition.

The functions TestSouthBC ec looks like this:

static INT TestSouthBC_ec (void *segdata, void *conddata, DOUBLE *in,
DOUBLE *value, INT *type){

DOUBLE x[3];

type[0]=DIRICHLET;

x[0]=in[0];
x[1]=in[1];
x[2]=0.0;

TP_Exact_ec(x,value);

return(0);
}

In the declaration of the function the variables void *segdata and void *conddata re
not used for the definition of the boundary value problem, but they have to stated in
the definition of the function. DOUBLE *in contains the parameter value given by the
parametrization of the boundary of the domain. The variable DOUBLE *value will
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contain the values of the function g and INT *type will contain the type of the boundary
condition (Neumann or Dirichlet). The variable DOUBLE x[3] will contain the three
dimensional coordintes of the point on the boundary. The function does the following,
first it sets the type of the boundary condition to Dirichlet. Than it transforms the 2D
parametrization of the boundary into the actual 3D vector, that lies on the boundary
(x[0]=in[0], ...). Since the boundary condition of the project is of type Dirichlet and it has
to be adjusted to give the wanted solution, the function TP Exact ec(x,value) is called
which calculates the value of the solution at the boundary point and saves it in the variable
value.

The function TP EConduct ec that defines the coefficient β looks like this:

static INT TP_EConduct_ec (DOUBLE *in, DOUBLE *out){

DOUBLE x,y,z;

/* invalues are x,y,z-coordinates */
x = in[0];
y = in[1];
z = in[2];

if (in[DIM] != 1.0 )
printf("SD %f\n",in[DIM]);

out[0] = 10.0;

return(0);
}

Here DOUBLE *in contains the 3D coordinates of a point inside the domain and DOU-
BLE *out will contain the value of β at this position. The lines starting from /* invalues
are going to %f\n”,in[DIM]); are not really needed. The important line is out[0] =
10.0;. In this line the value of β is defined.

Summing this up the only things you have to change are the name of the definition function
(here InitEddyCurrProblem), the name of the boundary value problem (here “Eddy-
currents”), the name of the problem (here “eddy cur problem”). Additionally you
have to add new functions that define the coefficients, right hand side and the boundary
conditions and replace TP EConduct ec, TP MPermeab ec and TP Rhs ec with the
name of your functions.
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